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REPORT 1220 
CALCULATIONS OF LAMINAR HEAT TRANSFER AROUND CYLINDERS OF ARBITRARY 
CROSS SECTION AND TRANSPIRATION-COOLED WALLS WITH 
APPLICATION TO TURBINE BLADE COOLING ! 
By E. R. G. ECKERT and J. . B. Ll v l , COOD 
SUMMARY 
An approximate method jor the development oj flow and 
thermal bounda7'Y layers in the laminar region on cylinder 
with arbitrary era s section and transpiration-cooled walls is 
obtained by the use oj Karman's integrated momentum equation 
and an analogous heat-flow equation. I ncompressible flow 
with constant property values throughout the boundary layer is 
assumed. The velocity and temperature profiles within the 
boundary layer are approximated by expressions composed oj 
trigonometric junctions. Shape parameter j or these profiles 
and functions necessary j07' the solution oj the bounaary-layer 
equations are presented as graphs so that th e calculation for 
any specific case is reduced to the solution oj two first-order 
d~fferential equations. 
The method is applied to determine local heat-transjer 
coefficients and surface temperatures in the laminar flow region 
oj the tran piration-cooled turbine blades jor a given coolant 
flow rate, or to calculate the coolant flow distribution which is 
necessary in order to keep the blade temperature uniform along 
the surjace. 
INTROD UCTION 
Transpiration cooling is a very effective means for keepinD" 
surfaces that are subj ect to a hot gas tream at a low tem-
perature. For use of this method, Lhe surface is fabricaLed 
from a porous m aterial and a cooling fluid i blown th.rough 
the pores. Along the out ide surface the cooling fluid builds 
a film that in ulaLes the waD from Lhe hoI, gas kcam. The 
t ran piration-cooling method may be applied to the cooling 
of tructural par ts in propul ion y Lems uch a gas-Lurbi ne 
blad es, combustion-chamber walis, and rocket nozzle. If 
a h eated flu id j blown through Lhe porou wall, the same 
method may be u ed to keep the surface temperature of the 
wali at a value that j higher Lhan Lhe temperaLure in Lhe 
outside flow. In thi way, the meth od may be applied in 
de-icing of wings or other parLs of airplanes and in Lhe pro-
pulsion system. 
This report presents a method by which the heal, tran fer 
connected with tran piration cooling in Lwo-dimensional 
laminar flow around bodies of arbitrary cro section can be 
calculated. IIi considers only the ca e where the fluid 
blown through the porous wall i the ame a the one in the 
outside flow. Although the parLicular application co n-
icl ered in this repor t is the cooling of turbine blade, the 
method itself may be applied to other applications as well. 
The procedure by which Lhe calculation may be carri ed out 
for any parLicular applicaLion is de cribed in an appendix 
of Lh is report. 
The determination of the heat transfer is based on Lhe 
calculaLion of the thermal boundary layer which builds up 
around any body in a flow field. Tlli t.hermal bo undary 
layer is interconnected with the flow boundary lay r for 
variable fluid p roperLies dependenL on temperaLure or super-
impo ed on the velocity boundary layer when the proper ties 
are independent of temperature. The build-up of the flow 
boundary layer is determined by the pressure distribution 
around the body under co nsideratioll. For the type of 
pressure disLribution 0 cUlTing in the aforementioned applica-
t.ion , only approximate meLhod of calculaLion arc direct 
enough for engineer ing purpose. For the determination of 
Lhe Lhermal boundary layer in particular, two t.ype of ap-
proach are known. 
The fir t approach was introduced by Kroujiline for the 
calculaLion of heat transfer on solid LU-faces and presented 
in more detail by Fro ling and others (ref. 1). I n this meth-
od, the flow boundary layer h a to be knowll before the ther-
mal boundary layer can be calculated. 
U ually a method such a thaI, introduced by von Karman 
(ref. 2) or Poblhausen (r f. 3), which fulfills the integrated 
momentum equation of Lhe boundary layer , is applied for 
Lhe calculation of Lhe flow boundary layer. Nlore recently, 
Wi eD"hard t and Walz (ref. 4) have used, in addition to the 
momentum equation, an integrated energy equation , and 
T ete rvin and Lin (r f. 5) have inLroduced a still more general 
ill tegral 'ondition for the boundary layer which may be u ed 
ill such calculat ions. The use of the expre sions gives 
iwLte r agreement \I-i LIt exact, calculation and wi t.h mea u re-
men( in special case, patticularly in regions wJl ere the pre -
su re increases in flow eli mction. ince, ill Ute application 
("on idered, Lhe regions of most concern arc Lhose where the 
pressurc deer ases, the integrated momell tum equatio ll , 
,,-h ieh is imple I, 1,0 handle, \I-ill be used. chlichLing (reI. 
0) u eel Lhi equation to calculate the flow boundary layer 
011 a porous ul"facc tlu'ouO'h which fluid i ucked in order 
1,0 keep Lhe boundary layer laminar or 1,0 prevent flow ep-
aratiol1 . A paper by D orodnitzyn (ref. 7) extended the 
method to incl ude the effect of :\Iach number and of variable 
properLy values. However, tbi extension i developed only 
for zero heat transfer . The calculation of Lhe flow boundary 
I Supersedes AOA RM E51F22, "Calculations or Laminar H eat 'l' ransrer Around Cyl inders or Arbitrary Cross Section and ']'ranspiration-Oooled Walls With Application to ' l' urbina 
Blade Oooling," by E. R. O. Eckert and John N. B. Livingood, 1951. 
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laycr ill 1,his repor1, will e sentially follow chlichting' 
approach. 
After the flow boundary layer is determin ed, the thermal 
boundary layer can be calculated according to the method of 
Kroujuin e by use of an in tegrated heat-flow equation. Ve-
locity pro files known from the calculation of the flow bound-
ary layer and temperature profile within the boundary layer 
whose shape arc approximated by a polynomial expre sion 
are introduced into thi heat-flow equation and the equation 
i solved for the thickness ratio of the thermal boundary 
layer to the flow boundary layer (r ef. 1). This procedure, 
llo\\-ever, become quite lengthy, especially when the number 
of Lermsin Lhe polynomial expres. ion for the temp erature 
profile is increased in order to improve the accuracy of the 
approxima1,ion. When an attempt was made at the NACA 
Lc\\-i laboratory to extend this method, whi ch was previously 
u eel on ly 1,0 determin e the heat transfer on solid urface , to 
tran piration-cooled porous walls, it was found that the 
procedure for the solution of Lhe heat-flow equation becomes 
mu ch simplcr and more direct if the equation i solved for a 
tll cJ'mal houndary-layer thicknes termed conv tion thick-
lI C s. Thi will be explained in detail in a later sect ion of 
tilis rcpo rt. After the method was developed and the cal-
culation were fini shed, a note by Dienemann (ref. 8) was 
found in which the arne kind of approach is briefly described . 
Dienemann appli es the method to calculate heat-transfer 
coefficient on solid surfaces and proposes to extend it in 
such a way as to account for a temperatUl'e variation along 
the soliJ surface and the influ ence of in ternal frictional heating 
wi1,hin the boundary layer. H e also hows tha t this method 
i superior Lo othcr approximations which were compared 
by Golane! (ref. 9) with an exact olu tion for a cylinder wi th 
circular cross sect ion . I t may be of interest to mention that 
Goland obtained the exact solu tion from the fact that the 
clifTerent ial eq uation describing the temperature boundary 
layer aro und an infinite cylinder in a flow normal to its axis 
and for a (luid with a Prandtl number of 1 ha exac tly the 
ame form as the differential equation describing the span-
\\-ise flow within the boundary: layer on a yawed innni te cyl-
illCl er. Calculations of the heat tran fer on a t ranspiration-
cooled flat plate which included the variation of proper ty 
valu cs wi th temp erature were made by Yuan (ref. 10) with 
thc a sumption that the total-tempcrature profile within the 
boundary layer i similar to the velocity profile. Thi as-
sumption is valid for a Pra ndtl number of 1 and fornopressLire 
o"!'adient. The purpose of the present inve t igation is to 
consid cr the influ ence of pressure gradients as well as 
Prandtl numbers different from unity . 
A second approach for obtaining an approximate solu tion 
of the thermal boundary layer was described in r eference 1. 
IL is sL LlI simpler than t he approach by Kroujiline, since in 
this method it is no t nece sary to calculate the :flow boundary 
layer prior to the determination of t he thermal bOLUldary 
laycr. This method uses exact olutions of the bOlUldary-
laycr equations which arc known for a special type of pre sun' 
yarialion in t he flow which is encountered on wedge-shaped 
bodic. Thc e Yclocity profiles and the temperature profiles 
arc uSNl to approximate the actual profil es for arbitrary 
prcssurc vari ation A d ifferen tial equation is se t up 
with tlte condition that tlt e growth of the boundary layer 
at any place on the cylinder with arbi trary cross section 
be the same as for the wedge-type flow when the boundary-
layer thickness and the pre ure gradient have the ilme 
values in both ca es . When this i lea is applied to the 
momen tum thiclmess of the boundary layer, the resulting 
equation i identical with Karm{lll 's integrated momentum 
eq uation. When it is applied to the convection thickness of 
the thermal boundary layer, the r e ulting differential 
equation fulfills the requirement that the heat tran ferred 
from the sLLrface to the :fluid mu t be fOlUld again within the 
boundary layer (ref . 11 ). Thi m ethod wa compared with 
exact solutions and experimental values in r eference 1 and in 
investigations performed at the niversity of California 
(ref. 12), and the agreement obtained \Va quite satisfactory. 
This method can easily be extended to include effects of 
variations of the surface temperature and of internal heating 
(ref. 11 ); however , the corresponding exact solu tions for the 
wedge-type flow must be known. Such olution , 'which take 
into accoun t t he effec ts of a surface temperature variation 
and of in ternal heating, arc presented Ln references 11 and 13. 
The method mu,y also be extended to the t ranspir!1tion 
cooling of porous surface as soon a the corre ponding exact 
solu tions for this case arc known . A few of these olution 
are presen ted in r eference 14 . However, too few solutions 
are given for usc as a bas is for the approximate method. 
Brown (rd. 15) ha recently made an exten ive calculation 
Lo obtain exact solut ions in transpiration-cooled porou 
surfaces of the wedge-flow type which include the effec t of 
pressure gradients and of variable property value. The 
re ults of thi calculation arc now being us d to extend the 
method mentioned in the preceding paragraph to transpira-
t ion cooling. 
Thi paper deals with the method de cribed as the first 
type of approach. The method has the advantage of being 
a pplicable to cases for which the corresponding wedge-type 
flow and heat transfer are not known. 
STATEME T OF PROBLEM AND SIMPLIFYING 
ASSUMPTIONS 
This report is a contribu tion to the problem of determining 
the developmen t of the thermal boundary layer and the 
beat-tran fer co fficients on a body of arbitrary cro section 
with porous walls in fI, t wo-dimen ional flow. Figure 1 
hows the cross ection of a body of this type. At R eynolds 
number that arc ufficiently high, the flow around the body 
may be ubdivided into the boundary-layer region, which 
uITound the body with a very mall thiclrness, and the 
y' u> r Boundary layer 
/ L---. 
1= 0 
--Stagnat ion point 
Uo 
FI GURE 1.- ketch of turbine blade indicating notations used. 
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po ten tial fiow, wIDch determines the pressure di tribution 
around t he body . The highe t pre sure on the body is found 
at t he stagnation point. T he pre sure then decrease in 
fiow direction along both ides of the body and usually 
increases again later. T he pressure variation along the 
body determines t he development of the fiow boundary layer 
and also whether the boundary layer is laminar or turbulent. 
snaily, the laminar part i confined to a region near the nose 
of the body. The laminar boundary-layer region is inve ti-
gated herein. The fiow of coolant through the porous 
mface may be described by the velo ity Vw with which the 
coolant leaves the surface in a normal direction. The ques-
tion which will be answered in thi report are (1) what are 
the local heat-transfer coefficient and the surface tempera-
ture on any point along the body for any prescribed dis-
tribution of the coolant velocity, and (2) what distribu tion 
of the coolan t velocity give a desired di tribution of the 
heat-transfer coefficient and of the surface temperatme 
around the body . suaily, for example, a constant wall 
temperature is most desirable and the problem is to determine 
that di tribution of the coolant velocity which r suIts in a 
con tant wall temperature. 
A number of simplification must be in trodu ced in order to 
keep the time required for th e solution of a special problem 
within a t olerable amount. The following assumptions arc 
made : The fiow is two-dimensional and in teady tate, 
internal fri ctional heating within the boundary layer can be 
neglected, and property value (density, viscosity, and heat 
conductivity) may be con idered constant. The influence 
of temperature gradients along the surface of the body i 
neglected. Although thi influence may be considerable 
(ref. 13), there is no quantitative information available for 
transpiration-cooled surfaces that would permi t this effect 
to be taken into account. 
In applying the method to the determinat ion of the tem-
peratures of t ranspiration-cooled turbine blades, neglecting 
internal frictional heating should be admissible, since the 
temperature differences wi thin the bound ary layer generate 1 
by the cooling process are considerably larger than those 
generated by aerodynamic heat ing. This will be hown in 
more detail later. On the other hand, tbe large temperatlll"e 
variation in the boundary layer i connected with a con-
iderable variation of the proper ty value . The infiuence of 
this variation on t he heat tran fer may be approximately 
corrected by use of the results in reference 15. 
BOUNDARY -LA YER EQUATIONS 
In a coordinate sy tem, shown in figure 1, wher e the x-a xi 
nms along the surface and the y-direction is normal to the 
smface and under the assumption mentioned in the previou 
section, the differential equation describing the velocity and 
the temperature within the boundary layer are 
00* ou* op* 02U* 
p'/1,* o x* + pv* oy*= -ox* +J.I. oy*2 
OU* ov* 
o x*+oy*= O 
u*~+ c v*~=k o2t 
pC p ox* P 11 oy* oy*2 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(All symbols arc defined in appendix A.) The equation 
have to fulfill the following boundary condition: At the ur-
face (y = O), the velocity component u* parallel to the urface 
is 0, the velocity component v* normal to the surface has a 
fmite value Vw *, and the temp erature of the urface is inter-
connected with the velocity vw* by the over-all heat-tran fer 
process, so that only one of the two value may be prescribed. 
At the outer edge of the boundary layer (y= OJ), the u* com-
ponent of the velocity transform asymptotically into the 
tream volocity U* and the temperature transforms into the 
s tream temperature. ince only temperature diJ1"erence 
appear in equation (3 ), the temperature level doc not enter 
in to the problem. Therefore, all temperatuTes will be meas-
ured from the temperature in t he stream as reference tem-
perature, and t will be interpreted as the temperature differ-
ence from this reference temper-atm·e. Consequently, outside 
of the boundary layer , t= O. 
In a gas stream, it i advantageous to interpret t a the 
total temperatme difference. In this case, equation (3) 
already includes the effect of the frictional heating for a gas 
wi th a Prandtl number of 1. Since for all gase , the Prandtl 
number docs not deviate much from the value 1, equa tion 
(3) also gives a good approximation to the real condi tions for 
ga es as long as the temperature differences impres ed upon 
the boundary layer by a cooling proces are larger than the 
temperatme differences created by internal friction . 
In order to reduce the number of parameter, the differen-
t ial equa tion will be made dimensionless. For this purpo e, 
all lengths measm ed parallel to x are divided by L, the dis-
tance between the stagnation point and the trailing edge of 
the body mea ured along the urface, and all velocities in 
this direction arc divided by an upstream velocity Uo. All 
lengths and all velocities parallel to yare, in addition, multi-
plied by the quare root of R eynolds nunlber Reo ba cd on 
t he body length L and the upstream velocity Uo: 
x* 
x= L 
u* 
u= Uo 
y* 
y= L R eo (4) 
The pressure gradient op*jox* i impre ed upon the botmdary 
layer by the potential fiow outside the bOLmdary layer and 
can be replaced by the stream velocity gradient by u e of 
Bernoulli 's equation: 
op* oU* 
- =pU* - -
ox* OX* 
In this way, eq ua tions (l ) to (3 ) transform into 
au + ou U oU + 02U 
U ox v oy = ox oy 2 
ou+ov=O 
ox oy 
ot at 1 0 2t 
U ox + v oy =PI' oy2 
The boundary condition for these equations become 
y=O u = O v= vw(x) t= tw(x) 
Y <Xl 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
( ) 
(9) 
(10) 
The equa tion are now integrated over y from y = O to y = ex> . 
The result of this in tegration is Karman's integrated momen-
tum equation 
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d 1'" dUl '" (OU) 
-  (U-'I.L)U dY+ -d (U-u) dy-vwU= ~ (11) x 0 x 0 uy !D 
and the heat-flo\\- equation 
d J: '" 1 (ot) 
d- . tu cly-twvw=-p~ :;;-Xo l uy ,. (12) 
In order to s implify Ll lC e equaLions , Lhe following charac-
teristic boundary-layer thi cknesses arc introdu ced : 
(1 ) The displacement thickness of the fl ow boundary 
1:1yel' 
(13) 
(2) Th momen tum 01' impulse thi ckness of Lhe flow 
boundary layer 
oi =i"' ~( l-V)dy (4) 
(3) The convec tion thickness of Lhe thermal boundary 
1:1yer 
r'" u OI• O= ) OOu dy (I 5) 
where 0 is t he ratio tit", with the limi ting values 0= 1 for 
y= O and 0= 0 for y= cc . I ntroducing the e boundary-
layer thicknesses and writing dU/clx as U' tran forms equa-
tions (11 ) and (12) in to 
d (U2 UU' U (OU) 
-{- Ot)+ Od - vw = ~ (.r uy w (16) 
d tw (00) 
-, (l wUo t c)- twvw=-p ~ 
c .r· r uy w (7) 
VELOCITY AND TEMPERA'!' RE PROFILES 
Tn onl('r Lo obLain an approx im a te . olu t ion or Lhe la,sL Lwo 
('(Iuat ions , approxima te cxpres ions for the velocity and 
[elll})('raLurc profiles will he inLJ'odu ccd. The accuracy of 
th e r esult s of (.] lis calculat ion will depcnd on how \I'cll Lhe 
acLual p rofi les are approximated by Lite as limed shapes. 
The Lell'l.pcraLuJ'e profiles as \\'dl as the \-clociLy profiles arc 
chosen as a one-pa ram eter fam ily. The parameter for each 
family is deLermined in such a way LhaL the assumed profi les 
fulfill the cxact boundary-layer eq uations (6) to (8) at the 
wall surface: 
(18) 
(19) 
In addition, the following houndary conditions will be 
fulfUled: 
y= O u = O 0= 1 (20) 
(21) 
Originally, polynomial expres ions were used Lo approximate 
both the velocity and the temperature profile. Schlichting, 
ho\\'e\-e1', pointed out that better approximat ions may be 
obtained by expres ions composed of Lr igonometri c functions 
(ref. 6) . The following profile are used in this report: 
Velocity profile .- For c, ~ O , O ::;~::; I , 
U 7r Y ( -3 ~ 7r Y) U=sin '2 ;S+c, l -e 0 _ in '2 ;s 
and for ~~ I, 
·U -3!!. 
U=I - c,e Ii 
(22) 
By use of this profile, the following expression i found from 
equation (18) for the shape parameter c,: 
(23) 
The velocity profile equa t ion (22) has alr eady been used by 
Schlichting (ref. 6) . For a solid flat plate (U' = O and v",= O), 
iL approximates the Blasius veloci ty profile very well, and for 
U' = 0 and v", = -3/0, transforms into the exact asymp-
totic suction profile as calculated by Schlichting (ref. 6) . 
For c, < 0 0 dL < 1 
-, -0 -' 
and for t ~ 1 , (24) 
u=1 
U 
Tile shape parameter in this case, as obtained from equation 
(18), is 
(25) 
For the olid flat plate, Lhis profile gives the same expre sion 
as equaLion (22). I t will be. hown later that the profile 
approximate the epara t ion profile as calculated by H artree 
(ref. 16) better than the usual polynomial expre sion. 
Separation occurs at c, = - 1 and the corre ponding profile 
has the hape 
u . 2 7ry 
- = In --U 20 
Temperature profile .- For 0 ::; f ::; I, 
"'I ..£=O = l -sin ~JL- c, 1 in~JL(I -sin ~JL) 
t", 2 0, 2 01 2 01 
and for t ~ I , 
0= 0 
(26) 
(27) 
The shape factor for this profile is obtained from equation 
(]9) as follows: 
I 
I 
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(28) 
In this case, a negative shape factor t::,. 1 is alway COIIDected 
with a positive value of Vw, whereas for the velocity profile, 
the sign of the hape factor depend, in addition, on the 
pressure gradient dUjdx. 
With these profile, the different boundary-layer thick-
ne e and the velocity gradient at the wall may be calculated. 
(29) 
~=0.1366+ 0.03791t::,.-0.00786 t::,.2 t::,.> 0 (30) 
( du) =U[~+(3 -~)t::,.J dy w 0 2 2 (31) 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
The nondimensional temperature gradient at the wall is 
(35) 
The corresponding expre ions for the convection thicknes 
of the thermal bOlmdary laycr are prcsenLed in appendix B . 
. 19 
.18 
.17 
.16 
8; 
8 
.15 
.14 
.1 3 
.12 
TRANSFORMATION OF BOUNDARY-LAYER EQUATIO S 
FLOW BOUNDARY LAYER 
Multiplication of equation (16) by adU and a partial differ-
entiation of the fiTst term give 
UOi dOi+(2+~)U'ol_Vwoj= O i (OU) (36) dx Oi U oy w 
The expression in the parenthese of the econd term on the 
left-hand ide and the term on the right-hand ide are func-
tions of the shape parameter t::,.. Therefore, the momentum 
equation for the boundary layer may be written in its final 
form. 
U d(ol) f () f ( )U' 2+ 2" "7f.X= 2 t::,. - I t::,. OJ VwOi (37) 
with the following expression for the two functions fl and 
f 2' which are obtained from equations (29) Lo (34): 
. 111 - 2+0.1366+ 0.03791Ll-0.007 6t::,.2 (38) f ( )- 0.3634-0.03005t::,. } 
t::,.>0 
fz(t::,.)= [~+(3-~t::,. ] (0.1 366+0.03791 t::,. -0.00786/12 (39) 
fl (t::,. )=2+ 0.1366-0.01456t::,. - 0.02618t::,.2 (40) 0.3634-0.1366/1 } 
t::,.<0 
f2(t::,.)=~ (1 + t::,.) (0.1 366-0 .01456t::,.-0.02618t::,.2 (41) 
The e functions are presented in figure 2. All curves have 
a break at t::,. = 0 becau e different expressions approximate 
the velocity profiles for po itive and negative 11 values. 
Equation (37) is a linear first-order differential equation 
from which the momen tum thickncs of the bOlllidary layer 
2 
8 II 
FlGURE 2.-Chart for determina tIOn of f,. h. and o;fo used in flow boundary-layer differentia l equation. (An 18- by 10H-in. working chart of this 
figure may be obtained upon request from NACA H eadquarters.) 
------ -- - -. 
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FIC U Ri'] 3.- Char t for detc rminil.Lion of shap parameter t; for fl ow boundary-layer calcu lation . (A 22- by 15>f-in. worki ng chart of t hi fi gure 
may be obtained upon r eq ue t from N ACA H eadq uarters.) 
can be obtauled by integra tion , as soon as the gradient U' 
of lhe stream velocity U and the porous flow characterized 
by Vw arc known as ftmctions of x. In order to make the 
calculation more con enien t, the shape parameter!:::. can be 
exprcs ed as a function of Lhe Lwo quan tit ies U' 0/ and 
VwOt 
!:::. ~ o , !:::. (42) 
(43) 
The ratio odo OCCUlTing in these equations is a function of CI 
( ee eq . (30) and (33) and fig. 2) . The fWlctional rela tion 
for !:::. i plotted in fi gure 3. By use of figlU'e 2 and 3, the 
in tegrat ion procedure for the difi'eren tial equation (37) be-
come very simple. The step-by- tep procedure for such a 
calculation is pre en ted in appendix C. 
In order to tar t the calculation at tlte stagnation point, 
the boundary-layer t hic1mes Oi at this location must be 
known. At the tagnation point, the stream velocity U i 
zero. Since, on a blun t nose, the incr ease of the boundary-
layer thic1m es is never infmite, the term on the right-hand 
side of equa tion (37) ha to be zero. This gives the equation 
(44) 
However , figure 3 also applies to Lbe conditions at the stag-
nation pomt. From bo th l'da Lions, U' ol, !:::. , fl ' and f 2 were 
.10 
.08 
FI GURE 4.-Chart for determi na t ion of U'5 i2 a t tagnation point for 
flow boun dary-layer cal culat ions. 
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each obtained a a function of vwo; by a trial-and-eITor 
proces . These value are presented in table 1. The con-
nection between U' 0/, D.. , and vwo; i al 0 hown in figure 3 
a the tagna tion line. Table I cannot be u ed immediately 
to tart the calcula tion becau e the value VwOi i not known. 
However , the yalue r;;,~i:22=v.u: , 'which contains only known 
values, is al 0 a flllction of U' 0 ;2 and i plotted in figw'e 4. 
From thi fi O'ure, U 'O ;2 can be determined for a given 1)w2/U' 
and OJ can th n be obtained from this value. 
THER 1AL no NDARY LAYER 
With the h lp of equaLion (2 ) and (35) , the heat-flow 
equa tion (17) i transformed into 
(45) 
where K denote the ratio odo. The la t term on the right-
hand side accounts for a variation of Lhe temp era Lure along 
the urface. A difficulty ari es in connection with this term. 
It is known from Lhe re ulL of r eferencc 11 and 13 tha t a 
temperature gradien t dtw/dx al 0 has a pronolmced eft'ect on 
the shape of the temperatlU'e profile. ince no uch effect 
wa included in the a umed profile (eq. (27)), the ignifi-
cance of the lasL term is doubtful. It was therefore neg-
lected herein, 1'e tric ting thi report (,0 ca e where the 
variation of the urface temperature is kept mall eiLher by 
internal conduction within the wall or by propel' choice of 
Vw' The inve tigation of the influea ce of large urface tem-
perature gradien ts will be left to fu ture work. With this 
implifica tion, equa tion (45) can be Wl'itten in its final form 
(46) 
of equation (37). The step-by- tep procedlU'e for uch a 
calculation i explained in appendix O. 
In ordor to tart the calculation, the conyection thickness 
Ot. c mus t be knoW11 a t the tagnation point. A partial 
diA·cl'cntii'. tion of the left-hand i Ie of equation (46) give 
U clot.c+U'o - j dx t.c-Vw 3 
t the sLagnation point, U i zero , and lhe boundary-layer 
increasc dO t. c/clx i no t infinite on a blunL-nosed body. This 
result in the equation 
or 
2 
3.0
1
,,% 
.: -, 
_ . -c ~.::: 
.5 
2 ~ 0 1-,.-- '" 
I 
, 
, 
1.° 1.0 
LU.:..J.l+: 
10 
U' 
- Ot. c j3 (Pr K vu:o) 
V w 
.~~ ~ I~ IiI 
I ~c.::, I:f:::"= IF t-::-. 
I ~.-..:.;: 
1== -= r:;:;: 1--'-
, ' 
2.0 4.0 
(49) 
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, 
, 
6.0 8 .0 1 
where j 3 i a function of the product Pr K vwo, as pre ented in ( 3 
figure 5. For a olid wall (vw= O), the equa tion implifie to 8 
d 7r 1 
dx (UOt.c)=2 KPro 
The shape parameter D.. t may be \\TiLten in lhe form 
- Pr K vwo 
7r + Pr Kvwo 
(47) 
(4 ) 
This equa tion, together with the expressions for Ot. c/o 
(appendL"'{ B) , determines a functional relation between 
K , Ot.c/o, D.. , and P1' vwo, which i pre ented in figlU'e 6. The 
fi O'ure pre en t the ratio Ot. c/o for each of LllTee value of the 
hape parameter D.. (- 1, 0, and + 1) . For intermedia te 
value of D.. , linear interpolation in the range D.. = - 1 to 
D.. = O, or D.. = O to D.. = 1, at a cons tan t value of K may be 
u ed with good aCClU'acy. The hea t-flow equa tion (46) 
i aO'ain a linear fir t-orcler differen tial equation from which 
the thermal convection thickne is obtained by integration 
when the tream velocity U, the flow through the porou 
ul'face VW1 and the Prandtl number Pr are pre cribed, and 
the boundary layer thickne 0 and the hape factor of the 
flow boundary layer D.. are known from a preceding olution 
428231- 57- 2 
6 
4 
2 
I 
1 
.I ,8 .6 1.0 .2 .4 
Pr Kvw8 
F IGURE 5.-Chart for determina t ion of fa used in thermal bou ndal'y-
layer differential eq uat ion , 
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FIGURE 6.-Char t for determination of J( for t herm al boundary-layer calculations. (A 17- by 20-in. working char t of this figure may be obtained 
upon request from NACA H eadq uarters.) 
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This i a rela tion between the two lmknown rat io Ot. c/o and 
K. A econd rela tion is given by figure 6. From bo th, the 
values Ot. c/o and K can be determined by a trial-and-elTor 
procedme. The values are pre en ted in table II and 
figure 7. 
When the thermal onvection bOlUldary-layer thickne 
i known, the local heat-transfer coefficien t folio ,,' by a 
imple calcula tion. The equation " 'hich defil1c the local 
heat-tran fer coefficient h i 
ht1O=-k(::*) 1O (50) 
Thi equa tion give, for the local us It number ba cd on 
the length L , 
u= hL= _ L (ot*) =_, Reo (O IJ) (51 ) k t 10 oy 10 oy 10 
The introduction of equation (17) for the tempera ture 
gradient lead to the expression 
N u =Pr [ t1 dd (twUOt.c)-Vw] =vw Pr (f3- l ) (52) R eo 10 x 
Without porous cooling, equation (52) implifie Lo 
Nu 7r 1 
- R =2" K o (53) 
eo 
In many ca e ) all the heat transfelTed from the out ide 
flow to the wall urface i picked up by the cooling fluid on 
it flow through the porou wall. In thi ca e, th wall 
urface temperature may be calculated by the equation 
(54) 
3 
where tc i the tempera ture with which the coolan t enters 
the pOl'OU wall. T he ratio of the difference in gas temper-
atme minus wall Ul'face tempera tlU'e to the difference in 
ga tempel'atme minu coolant tempera ture is given by the 
expre ion 
1 1 
1+~ 13 
PC7JV W 
(55) 
COMP ARISO OF ASSUM ED VELO CIT Y AND TEMP E RAT RE 
P ROFI LES WITH EXACT SOL UTIO S 
The aCClU'acy of the method depends on how well the 
a sumed profiles approximate the actual one. It i ther e-
fore necessary to check the aCCUl'acy of thi approxima tion 
wi th the results of exact calcula tion to the exten t tha t the e 
are ava ilable. uch a compari on will be made in thi sect ion . 
VELOCITY P RO Fl LES 
For the olid Lu·face (vw= O), the comparison can be made 
wi th exa t olutions, which were obtained by H ar tree (ref. 
16), for wedge-type flow for which the tream velocity i. a 
power function of the di tance from the tagnation point 
(U = U1xm) . A et of velocity profiles taken from reference 
16 i pre en ted a a family of da hed line in figlU'e , where 
the ratio of the veloci ty u in the boundary layer to the s tream 
velocity U ou t ide of the boundary layer is plotted on )' the 
dimensionless di tance 
y* /u* y /U 
Z= , /2 fJ 'V IJX*=, /2-fJ'V x 
5 6 
.28 .32 .36 .40 .44 .48 .52 .56 .60 
81,c / 8 
F IGURE 7.-Chart for determination of /j l. c/8 and h at stagnation point for thermal boundary-layer calculation. (A 17- by 9-in. working chart 
of this figure may be obtained upon request from N ACA H eadquarters. ) 
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F IGURE 8.-Compari on of approx imate velocity profile for solid 
su rface Iyi th IIa r t ree solul'i n' (ref. 16) . vw • O. 
and the shape parameter (3 is defined by the equation 
2m (3- . The expres ion for the dimensionle displfLce-
-m+ J 
men t th ickne 
A difIeren tiation of U=U1x'" give 
Therefore, 
U' = m U (3 U 
x 2- (3 x 
(56) 
The valne Zi a a function of (3 is pre ented in r efer ence 1. 
ince U'ol i a function of D. , according to equa tion (42) 
and (43), equation (56) presen t a relation between (3 and D. 
from which D. may be calcula ted for any value of (3. The 
hape of the approximate w loci ty profile i determined by 
D. (eq . (22) and (24)) . In this ,,-ay, the olid profil es of 
figlll'e were determined. They are sup erimposed on the 
exact profi le in such a way Lhat the displacemen t thickness 
is Lhe s me U1 bo th cases. F igure shows thaL a-enel'ally 
the agreement between the exact profiles and the approxi-
ma tion u ed in thi I' port i satisfactory. Only for the 
separa tion profile ((3=-0.19 ) are the deviation larger , 
bu t eY n for this eparation profile the approximation by 
equa tion (24) is better than the usual f01..U,-term polynomial 
approxima tion, which i hown as a dash-dot line. 
For a porous wall, ome exact solu tions are contained in 
reference 14. The no tations in this refer ence arc the same 
a the ones men tioned in the pl'eviou paragraph in connec-
tion with Lhe H ar tree solut ion. In that r eport the porous 
fiow ' -el ci ty VU) is clul.racterized by 
From this and the prcyious expl'es ion for Zi 
(5 7) 
The value of Zi is presen ted in reference 14 as a function of 
}. for tw values of (3 (0 and 1) . Therefore, equation ( 7) 
presen t a relation beLween >- and D. for a certa in value of (3. 
E qua tion (57) therefore connects the parameLer >-, which 
determines the shape of the exact yelocity profile, with the 
-- Tr igonomelr ic approximat ion 
---- Exact sotution 
4 5 6 7 8 
z 
FIGU RE 9.- Compa rison of approximate veloci ty profi les nea r stag. 
natio n poin t wilh Schlich t ing solution (ref. 14) . {3 . 1. 
.8 f-- -\---",*- -";T-
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u 
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. 4 1----,h~~~~r-w-----+_----r_---4----_+----~ 
- - Trigonometric approximation 
---- Exact solution 
- - - Patynomiat approximation 
. 2 1--~/-7.~r-~-----r----+_----'---~-----+----~ 
o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Z 
FIGURE lO.-Comparison of approximate velocity p rofil es for fia t 
plate with chlich t ing solu tions (ref. 14) . {3, O. 
form parameter D. determining the hape of the approxima-
tion. Figmc 9 and 10 sho\\' a compari on b etween the 
exact profile and the approximation for t.he n eighborhood 
of the stagnation point ((3= 1) and for a fla t plate ((3 = 0) . 
I t may be seen that again thi agreemen t is quite a ti factory 
for /) = 1. F or /) = 0 the approximation is not a good for 
pl'oftles with a eli tinct S hape. For the large t coolant 
flo\\- (characterized by the highest value of >- or the malle t 
yalue of D.) the de" iaLion i considerable, al though the agree-
men t i somewha L b tter than that wi th the fom-term poly-
nomial approxima tion indicated by a clash-dot l ine. There-
fore, t he method presented in this r eport houlcl not be used 
for excessiye coolan t-fiow ra te . 
TE MP E R AT R E pRO FIL E 
For a olid wall (vw= O), the approxima te expression 
(eq. (27)) for the temperature profile has a illlique form , 
independen t of the 1)r e sure gradienL alona- Lhc mface. 
For a gas with a Prandtl number of 1 and constant pre sme 
along the mface, i t is known that the temperatme profile 
i similar to the Blasius velocity profile. This similari ty 
al 0 hold for Lhe approximation in tbi r port. In addi-
tion, it is hown in reference 1 that the hape of the actual 
tempera tur profile i ill fl llenccd only to a minor degree by 
a preSSlU'e gradi en t in the fiow. Thereforc, the e approxi-
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FIGURE 12.- Turbine-blade profile used for calculated examplc~. 
maLion hould be quite good for a olid mface. For a 
porous wall, with a consLant pressm e alonO" its mface, 
and for a fluid with a Prandtl number of 1, the w loci ty and 
tempcratUl'c profiles are again similar. Therefore, figmc 10 
also shows the degree of approximation for the temperature 
profile. 
For the flow in the neighborhood of a stagnation point 
and a fluid with a Prandtl number of 1, ome temperatlU"e 
profile were calculated in reference 14. Figme 11 pre ent 
the exact temperature profiles and Lhe approximations in a 
way that shows the thickness of lhe temperatme bOlmdary 
layer, whieh j defined in the same way as the displacement 
thiclmess, 1,0 be the same for Lhe a ClU'ate olu tion and th 
corresponding approximation. Figme 11 how that Lhe 
agreement i ati factory a long a Lhe coolant flow char-
acterized by the value }.. or ll t i no t too large. The approxi-
1.2 I 
~ 
8 ~y t f--
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.4 
I I 
( b) I 
.8 .6 .4 
...... 
V i\ ( -f--I 
\ I 
-
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(a) Blade I. 
(b) Blade II. 
I 
.2 4 .6 .8 
FIGURE 13 .- Velocity di tribution around surface of blade. 
1.0 
mation for the highest coolant flow rate (}.. = 3.19 1) i not 
hown since it i obviou that the exact curve calUlot be 
approximated by the Lrigonometric funcLion from which 
t.he approximation i compo ed . Large coolant £low in 
the ranges where the agreement cea es 1,0 exi t will probably 
not be u ed because Lhe gain in cooling effect for a glven 
increa e in coolant How is 1,00 mall in this range. 
UME RICAL CAL LATIO S FOR TURBI E BLADES 
The method deYeloped in the preyiou cLion wa u cd 
to calculate the local di tribution of the h aL-tran fcr 
coe ffi cient for two Lurbine blade hapes for \\-hich the veloc iLy 
di tribution were lmown. The 1,\\' 0 blade are hown in 
figme 12. Th e line at the nose of the blade indicaLes the 
circumferenLial direction and the arrow, the direction of the 
upstream Yclocity . FiO"Llre 13 hows the yelociLy di Lri-
buLions around the blade circumference . The velocity 
eli tribution around the blade were calculated usi.nO" the 
method described in reference 17. 
T he method outlined in thi reporL can be u cd (0 calcu-
late the denlopmcnL of the laminar-£lo\\- bOlmdary layer 
in the down tream di.recLion up to the point of eparat ion . 
In r eality, at th R eynold number encountered in ga -
tmbine engine , the boundary layer usually becomes Lurbu-
len t before it reache Lhi point. The tran ition poinL to 
tlU"bulence i determined by the pre sure gradienL along 
the blade 1ll'face, by Lhe boundar -layer Lhiclme ,by Lhe 
temperatme di LribuLion wiLhin the bOlmdary layer, and, in 
addition, by the 1ll'vaL1ll'e of the blade surfaee and by the 
tream t1ll'hulence (ref. 1 ) . LitLle quantitatiYe knowledge 
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FIGURE l~.-Cro\\"th of flow impu lse and thermal co nvection boundary-
layer th ickn e es for blade. Pr, 0.7. 
exist on Lhc influence of all these parameters. However , 
therc arc indications tha ton t urbinc blades the point of tran -
ition is Jlcar the point at whi ch the maximum value of the 
,"eloci ty is rcachcd. A calculation which deal wi th laminar 
boundaJ'. layers is therefore uscl'ul for the region near the 
no e of it turbi.ne bladc. The point of maximum ,"elociLy 
arc indica ted in figw'e 14 to 16 by small dots. 
The fi I'sL part of the calculation deal with the problem 
in which a uniform coolant flow rate Vw i prcscribed along 
the blade pcriphery. Thc dcvclopmcnt of the flow and of 
th e Lhrrmal boundary laycl' wa calculated in the way 
descrihed in appcndix C. Thc rcsults arc pJ'cscnted i.n 
figure 14. Apparcntly bolh houndary layer start out ,,-ith 
it finit e yaluc at Lhe s tagnation point and increa e in thick-
llCSS in the do,,-ns trcam di rcction on both the suct ion and the 
press ure smfaccs. Th e boundary-layer Lhicknc c at any 
plaec itlong the blade incJ'eas(' with iner('asing coolant no"-
!'itte. 
In figllJ'c ];) the local heat-lransfer coefiicicnts along the 
blade sW'faccs lhat arc ob taincd from the thermal boundary-
layc !' thickness itJ'(, hown. Thc figUl'es show that vcry 
high lo('al yaluc aJ'e encountered at the tagnaLi.on point 
and th aL the yalue decJ'ease eonsiderably with i:ncrea ing 
distance from this point. The itpplication of tran piJ'ation 
cooling decreases tile heat-lran fer coefficienls crIee tinly 
from t1u' ,-alues obtained on a solid blade surface (~'w= 0). 
The decrcase j not as pronoun.ced at the stagna tion point 
it elf as on the sides of tlte blade. The yalue of lhe nlocity 
ratio Vw */Co* may b obta ined from the paritme(er Vw 
presented in the diagrams by dividing it by the squaJ' root 
of the llpstream Reynolds number. For tUl'bine blade 
thi R eynolds number i ncar the value 105, so that a velocity 
* 
raLio ~1>= 0.00316 cOJ'respond to a value of vw= l. Value 
for thi yciocity ratio which are con idered in practical 
applications are in the neighborhood of 0.01. A comparison 
of figlU'es 15 (a) and (b) sho\\- that generally the values of 
Nuj, fR eo aL the tagnn,Lion point decrease con idel'ably 
\\-ith an increasing ratio of the radius of CUl'vatUl'e at the 
blade nose to the blade chord . The values of u / R eo are 
determined by the yclocity gradien t dUjdx, which al 0 
depend mainly on the dimen ionIc s radius of ClU'vatUl'e. 
Increasing the radiu of CUl'vatUl'e at the blade no e is 
therefore an crl'ecti\-e means of decreasing the heat-transfer 
coefficien t in this region. Do\\'nstream of the point of 
boundary-laycr lran ition to turbul ncc , the heat-transfer 
coefficients will increa e. To gi \-e some indication of the 
magnitudc of tile valucs that may be expected in the turbu-
lent region, heat-tran fer coefficient were calculated at the 
location x= O.5 uncleI' the it- umption that the e values are 
the same a on a flat plate at the same di tance x from the 
leading edge, with a stream velocity equal to the local yalue 
fOlmd at the blade at x= O.5 , and with an upstream R eo 
equal to 105• Formulas deri'-ed by R annie and Friedman 
(ref. 1 ) were used for these calculation . The short horizon-
tal lines in figure 15 indicate the e ,-alue ; the da, hed part 
of the CUl'Ve vw= O in fLglU'e 15 (a) shows the probable heat-
transfer value in the transition and tUl'bulent regions. 
The lU'face temperature of the blade is determined by 
the heat-Lransfer coeffi cients. Equation (55) gives the 
rela tion bet ween bOlh values \\hen heat conduction in 
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the blade wall and heat radia tion can be neglected. Figure 16 
show the values 1-<1> determincd from equation (55). 
The quantity 1- <1> is the ratio of the difference in blade 
w-face temperatme minus coolant tcmperature to the 
difference in effective gas tempel'atme minus coolant tem-
peratme. The higher heat-tran fer cocfficients neal' the 
leading edge create high blade temperatmes at that location. 
H eat conduction within the blade wall tcnd to reduce 
these high local temperatme. This reduction i assi ted by 
the fact that the blade temperatm es arc c pecially low 
in the laminar region on both sides of the leading edge. 
Therefore, it may be that the blade-nose temperatme i 
reduced to a value not higher than the blade-wall tempcrature 
in the turbulent part, especially for blades with a blunt no e. 
On the other hand, it ha to be kept in mind that the heat-
conductivity values for porous materials are lower than for 
solid walls (ref. 18). I t has already been mentioned that 
temperature gradient along the blade urface influence the 
local heat-transfer coefficient omewhat; however, not 
enough information is available to account for this effect. 
A surface temperatme that decreases in flow dll'ection 
tends to inc1'ea e the heat-transfer coefficient 0 that the 
decrease in urface temperatme on both sides of the stagna-
tion point may be slightly less than tho e shown in figure 16 
where heat conduction withm the bJade walls is excluded. 
A second et of calculations was made for blad I to deter-
mine tbat di tribution of the local coolant flow rate Vw along 
the blade urface which results in a constant blade tempera-
ture. The procedure for such a calculation is also descr ibed 
in appendi.'{ C. The local co01an t flow rate Vw which are 
necessary in order to keep tbe temperature mLio <I> (eq. (55» 
at the value 0.7 are hown in figure 17. The flow boundary 
layer and the thermal boundary layer determined in this 
way arc presented ill figme 1 . A compar! on of this figure 
with figure 14(a) indicates that the development of the 
bOlmdal'Y layer is considerably different for both case. 
T he boundary-layer growth is malleI' for the case of COll-
tant wall temperature. F igme 17 how that the highe t 
loca.l flow rates arc neces ary neal' the tagnation point in 
order to keep the wall temperatme clown at that place. The 
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mll gnitude of th e coolan t flo"- raLe a t the tagna tion point 
is propor t ional to th e square root of the Yelocity gradient 
dUfeb:, which i it elf de termined mainly by th e value of the 
racl iu of ClilTa tlll'e a,t the blade nose . The smaUer thi 
r adius, th e larger the Yelocity gradien t and the local coolan t-
fl ow ra t<'. The flo w ra te deere a e on both the pre slll'e and 
th e uctioll w-Iaces in Lhe downstream direc tion. D OII"ll-
stream of the tran it ion poin t the boundary layer \l'ill be 
Lurbulc'nL. I t is known that the cooling cfl'ec tiyeness of a 
turb ulmt bo undary layer is Ie s than til< t of a laminar 
bOlmdary layer. Correspondingly higher yalues of the cool-
an t f1 01\" ra te are nece ary in the turbulent region in order 
to keep the blade temp rature con tan to In order to gi,-e 
some indicat ion of th magnitude of the coolan t flo \\" rat e 
neces ary for the tlll'bulen t region, the values VlO which result 
in th e , ame ,-alue (<[:> = 0.7) a in the lam inar r egion \I'ere 
calculatl'd at the 10ca Lion :): = 0.5. F or this calculation th e 
formulas presen ted in reference 1 II-ere u cd and it ,,-a again 
assumed that the local <[:> \"alue on the blade surface is the 
sitme a on a fla t plaLe at Lhe same disLanc from the leading 
ed;;e and \l'i th it yelocity equal to the local tream yelocity 
C and an upstream R eynolds number Reo equal 1,0 105 • T he 
fl ow ra tes 1'10 obLit inecl in this way are indicated by short 
horizon t al lines in figure 17. The ,-alues in the turbulen t 
region along the blade can be expec ted no t to devia te much 
from Lhpse ' -alue. Apparently a con iderably hio-hel' coolan t 
flow rate is nece sary in the turbulent port ion of the blade 
urfnce than in mo t of the laminar portion. In order to 
simpl ify manufacL ur ing problem , turbine blade may be 
produced in uch a way tha t the required coolan t flo,,- rat e 
ha a c nstan t \-alue along the pre ure surface and a differ-
en t constan t yalue along the uction smface. T his then r e-
sul t in 10" 'er local blade temperature in the region of laminar 
boundary layer ; the hea t conduction in to tlli cooler par t 
of the blade may red uce the local temperature at the s tag-
nation poin t to value cqual to or lower than the t empera-
tm e in the turbulen t r eo-ion, e pecially when the l'adiu of 
CLUTa ture at the blade nose is not ' -ery mall . For blades 
wi th a ,"ery pointed no e i t may be nece ary to have a 
coolan t flow ra te a t the stagna t ion point approximately 
twice as large a along t he s ide in order to red uce t lte tem-
perature at tha t po int. 
CO CLUSIOI S 
A method ,,-hich permi ts the approximate cal ulation of 
local heat-tran fer coefficien t and urface tempera tures in 
the laminar flow region around cylinder of arbitrary eros 
ec t.ion wi th transpiration-cooled wall was de\-eloped. Veloc-
ity and tempera tlU'e profiles in the boundary layer were 
approxima ted by trigonometric expre sions. T he method 
was applied to determine local heat-tran fer coefficien t and 
urface tempera tm es in the laminar region of two transpi-
rat ion-cooled turbine blade for a gi I' en coolant flow rate. 
Coolan t-flow distributions neces a]"y for main taining uni -
form blade tempera ture were also determined. T he folIo\\'-
ing conclu ion are made: 
1. F or mall coolant floll- rate, the a umed trigonometric 
approxima tion for the velocity and temp erature profile 
,,-ithin th e boundary layer agree well ,,-i th exact olu tion. 
F or h igh coolan t floll- rate (which ar e outside the range of 
practical intere t), the agreem en t become poor. It is, how-
enr , better than the four-term polynomial approximation 
formerly u eel. 
2. Transpira tion cooling resul ts in a con iclerable l' duction 
in hea t-lJ"an fer coeffL cient for turb ine blades in the laminar 
region. 
3. The urface temperatlU'es of a blade with n gligible 
hea t cond uction ar e highe t a t the leading edge, lowe t in 
t lte re t of the laminar region , and have in tenllediate values 
in the t urbulen t region . 
4. The foUoll-ing yariation of the coolan t flow ra te along 
the blade slU'face i necessary to keep the blade tempera ture 
constan t. Highest local coolan t flow ra tes are required a t 
the stagnation point in order to keep the blade surface tem-
pera ture down at t bat poin t. The coolant flow rate de-
crease Yery markedly in Lhe downstr am direction on both 
the uction and pressure surface in the laminar region. 
However , they increa e again ,,-h n the turbulent region i 
reached. 
5. In order to m aintain the ame surface temp ra tlU'e on 
both ide of the blad , differen t coolan t flo,,- ra te houle! be 
used for t he uc tiol1 and pre sure slU'fac . 
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APPENDIX A 
SYMBOLS 
The followinO" ymbol arc used in this report: 
C chord length of turbine blade, ft 
C1I specific heat at con tant pressure, Btu/ Ob) (OF ) 
fl function of shape factor of velocity profile (sec eqs. 
(3 ) and (40)) 
f 2 function of shape factor of velocity profile (e eqs. 
(39) and (41 )) 
f3 function of Pr, K, v,., and 0 ( ee eq. (46)) 
h heat-transfer coefficient, B tu/ (s c) (sq ft) (OF ) 
K ratio of thermal to flow boundary-layer thick.lle 
ot/o 
k thermal conductivity, B tu/ (sec)(ft) (OF ) 
L length of either side of surfacc of profile measlU'ed 
from stagnation point, ft 
m e)...,})onent (termed Euler numbcr ) in U= U1x1n 
Nu Nu elt number , hL/k 
Pr Prandtl number, cp}J-/lc 
p* pres ure along body, lb/ q ft 
R eo R eynolds number, UoL /v 
s distance between blades, ft 
t temperature differ en e betwcen local and fr e- tream 
values, of 
U nondimensional stream velocity, U* /Uo 
U* stream velocity, ft/sec 
Uo up tream velocity, ft/sec 
U1 con tant in wedge-flow velocity, U= U1xm 
U nondimensional velocity component along mface, 
u*/Uo 
u * component of velocity along smface, ft /sec 
v nondimensional velocity component normal to sm-
v* 
x 
x* 
y 
y* 
v* -
face, U
o 
.JReo 
velocity component normal to smface, f t/ ec 
nondimensional distance along smface, x*/L 
di tance from tagnation point along smface of 
profile, f t 
y* 
nondimen ional distance normal to smface - Reo 
' L 
distance normal to urface, ft 
z nondimensional distance u ed 111 wedge-type flow , 
Y /rJ 
.J2-{3 -y x 
Z i nondimensional di placement thiclmess used 111 
wedge-type flow, ~ /rJ 
.y2-(j 'V x 
(3 shape parameter for wedge-type flow, 2m/ (m + 1) 
6 hape parameter of velocity profiles (see eqs. (23) 
and (25)) 
6 , shape parameter of tempel'atme profile ( ee eq. (2 ) 
or (4 )) 
o flow boundary-layer thiclmess 
Od flow' b01mdary-Iayer di placemen t thickness, 
i~ (l -~)dy 
Ot flow boundary-layer momentum or impulse thick-
ness, i~ ~(l-~)dy 
0, thermal bOlmdary-Iayer thickness 
0/, c thermal boundary-layer convection thiclmes. 
i~ O~dy 
o nondimen jonal temperatme ratio, tit,. 
t.. hape parameter for exact solu tion for porous walls, 
vw ~~ 
}J- viscosity, lb / (f t) (sec) 
v kinematic vi co ity, }J-/ P, . q ft/sec 
P den ity, lb/cu ft 
<Jl nondimen ional tempcratLU'e ratio, ttD/tc 
ub cl'ip ts: 
coolant (a t blade urface) 
wall 
up tl'cam condition 
uper crip ts: 
'" dimen ional 
differentiated with re pect to x 
APPENDIX B 
DETERMINATION OF THERMAL BO DARY-LA YER CONVECTIO THICK ESS 
The determination of the thermal boundary-layer convection thiclme Ot. C) which i similar to the impulse trnckne of 
the flow boundary layer, results from the evaluation of equa tion (15) 
when the assumed temperatm e and velocity profiles are inserted in the integrand . 
it is given by equation (27) and is for 0::; t; ::; 1 
and for ]!.. > 1 Ot -
0=0 
(15) 
A single temperatme profile was a umed; 
(27) 
15 
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Distinct velocity profiles were assumed, depending on the sign of the shape parameter 11. :Moreover , these profiles were fur-
t her subdivided into differen t expressions depending on ~ :::; 1 or ~ ~ 1. These assumed veloci ty profiles are given by equa tionf; 
(22) and (24) ; they are for 11 ~ 0, 0:::; ~ :::; 1. 
for 11 < 0 0 < JL < 1 
- ) -0-
and for JL > 1 0-
'U -~ 
V= I - l1e Ii 
- =sm - - 11 Sln -- I -sIn --U . 7r Y+ . 7r Y ( . 7r Y) a 20 20 20 
and for JL > 1 o -
u 
a= 1 
It is at once obvious that, for the evaluation of Ot." four distinct cases must be considered. 
(22) 
(24) 
The upper limi t of the integr al in the evaluation of Ot. c may be res tricted to the value Ot by vir tue of the assumed tempera-
ture profile. If Ot:::;o, the value of Ot.c can be determined from a single integral with 0 and 0, as limi ts, because the integrand 
vanishes for y~o,. On the other hand , if 0< 0" two integrals are required for the evaluation of o,.c because of the assumed 
velocity profiles . These integrals have limi ts 0 and 0, and 0 and Ot . 
R e ults of the evalua tion of Ot. c for the four cases follow: 
Case I - ,(l :::; O and 0,:::; 0: 
i O' [ • 7r Y . 7r Y ( . 7r Y)] [ . 7r Y . 7r Y ( . 7r Y)] d Ot. c= I -sm ---I1,slll - - I -S111-- m --+l1 sm -- I -S111 -- Y o 2 Ot 2 Ot 2 Ot 2 0 2 0 2 0 
IntegraLion and simplification lead to the following r esult : 
(11 ,+1111 ,) [7r (2~K) + 7r (2~K) ~ cos 7r!j - 7r(2~K) cos 7r (1-~)- 7r(2~K) cos 7r( 1+~)]+ 
I1l1 t [4~ Sin7rK-87rdf+ l ) sin 7r(K + 1)- 8 7r (;~- 1 ) sin 7r(K - l )- ~] 
Case II - - I1 :::; O and 0, > 0: 
i o [ . 7r Y . 7r Y ( . 7r Y)] [ . 7r Y . 7r Y ( . 7r Y)] o'.c= I-sm - - -I1, slll -- I-sm -- sm--+l1sm-- l-sm-- dy+ o 2 0, 2 0, 2 Ot 2 0 2 0 2 0 
i o, [ . 7r Y . 7r Y ( . 7r Y)] ( ) d I -sm ---I1,sm -- l-sm - - 1 Y ° 2 0, 2 0, 2 0, 
Integration and simplification in this case lead to 
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0, C ( ) 2 I:::. T7 2J( ( 7r (J( 1 J( . 7r) ~= 1+1:::. - - - +.n.- l-- 1+ l:::. t) cos - +I:::. --- + - sm- + o 7r 2 7r 2K t 2 2 27r K 
{ K 2 K 2 K 2 [ 7r(2K- l) ] K 2 [ 7r(2K+1)] 2K 7r } (1:::. + l:::.l:::. t) 7r(2K+ l)+7r (2K- l ) 7r(2K - l ) cos 2K 7r(2K+1) cos 2K - ---:;-cos 2K + 
(I:::. t+ l:::.l:::. t) {7r(2~I{) + 7r(2~K) 7r(2~I{) cos [7r(22~{K)] 7r(2~K) cos [7r(221t~)] } + 
I:::.l:::.t{!~ sin ~-~- 7r(f~ l) sin [7r(I~{1)]_ 7r(%+1) sin [7r(~: l )] l 
Case III - I:::. ~O and o,~o: 
i o [ ()] [ ( 3Y )] • . 7r Y . 7r Y . 7r Y . 7r Y - - . 7r Y 0,.< = 1- m ---I:::.,slD -- 1 -S111 - - sm --+I:::. 1-e o-sm - - dy o 2 Ot 2 Ot 2 0, 2 0 2 0 
Integration and simplification [01' this case lead to 
~=(l-I:::.) ~-(l-I:::.) ~ cos 7rJ(+I:::.K+~ e -3K-~+(- I + I:::. - l:::. t + l:::.l:::. t) [ K . 7r (K- l ) K . 7r (J(+ 1)] + o 7r 7r 2 3 3 7r (K - 1) m K 7r (K + I)Slll-Z 
[ 2K7r 2K I2K2 -3K] [ 1 1 1 (K) (1:::.+ I:::.!:::. t) (36J(2+ 7r2)---;;:--(36J(2+ 7r2) e + (!:::.t - !:::.!:::. t) 7r (2 + J()+ 7r (2-K) 7r (2-J() cos 7r 1-2 -
1 (l+K) 2 7rK]+ [J( 7r2 + 7r 2 -3K 3I{2 -3K] 7r(2+ K) cos 7r 2 -; cos 2 !:::.!:::. , -i-6(9K2+ 7r 2) 6(9K2+7r2) e + (9R?+ 7r2) e 
Case IV -!:::. ~ 0 and 0,>0 : 
0'.0= 1° [1- in ~ 1f;-1:::.1 in ~ 1f; (I -sin ~ 1f;)] [ sin ~ t+!:::. (l -e- ¥ -sin ~ t)] dy+ 
~o. [ . 7r Y . 7r Y ( . 7r y)] ( -~) I -sm - - -I:::. t S1l1 - - I -sm - - 1-!:::.e ° dy Ii 2 Ot 20/ 2 Ot 
Integration and simplification [or Lhis case resul t in 
Ot. < 
o 
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PROCEDURE FO R CALC LATIO OF FLOW A D THERMAL BO DARY LAYERS 
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In Lhi appendL'C the procedlU'e will be e:>rplained by whi h the flow and thermal boundary layers, the heat-tran fer 
coefficients, and the temperat1ll'e di tribution arolmd a body of given hape may be obtained. A outlined previously, the 
boundary conditions on the s1ll'face of the body may be prescl'ib d in two different way , either by pre cribing the coolant 
velocity vw* or by prescri.bing the temperature arolmd the lU'face. The calculation procedure become simpler in the 
first case and this will be con idered fu·st. In addition to the value vw*, the distribution of the stream velocity * just out ide 
the boundary layer around the body musL be known. This velocity di tribution may be ob tained by any of the lmown ealcula-
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tion procedures for fr i tionless flow on bodies without flow eparation or i t has to be determined experimentally when flow 
separation occm s. From the velocity U*(x) the gradient U*' (x) can befotmd. 
T e values mentioned have to be transformed into the dimensionle s quantities U(x) , U' (x), and Vw by usc of equations (4) . 
FLO W BOUNDAR Y LAYER 
The aim of this calculation is to determine the momentum thielme 0; as a function of the distance x from the stagnation 
point as measmed along the smface of the body. 
As a first step, the value 0; has to be found at the stagnation point. F or this pm-pose, determine vw2/U', and r ead the 
value U' 0/ from figme 4, thereby determining the momentum thickne SO ; . The in tersection of U' 0/ wi th Lhe tagnation line 
in figure 3 determines 1:::. , the hape parameter for the velocity profile. The velocity profile itself may be determined from 
equation (22) or equa tion (24) jf it is desir ed. The required parameter may al 0 be taken from table I. 
T e momentum thiclmess along the profile smface i found from equation (3 7). Thi fu·st-order linear differential 
equation may be olved by any of the lmown procedure . The method of i oelines was used for the olution of the numerical 
examp le described previously, and its use will be outlined here. Equation (37) determines the direction of the tangents to 
the different o? curves which ati fy this equa tion . The task is to find the one curve which con tain the Ot value calculated 
previo sly for the stagnation point. Figure 19 shows the 0/ values as ordina te and the distance x from the stagnation point 
as abscissa. The directions of the tangents may be obtained from equa tion (37) for any point in this figme characterized by 
a pair of values x and 0/ and may be in CIted on the ordinates through a chosen equence of distances Xl, X2, X3 ... along 
the absci a for several ol values . The calculation proceeds for X and a chosen 0; in the following way: detennine U' ol and 
VwOj and read from figure 3 the value I:::. and from figure 2,jl andj2. Calculate from equation (3 7) , d(ol)/dx. ow the direc-
tion of the tangent may be inserted in figm e 19 . The arne calculation i r epeated for other 0/ value and the corresponding 
di..rection of the tangents are inser ted in figm e 19. The same calculation is repeated for the distance X2, X3 • .. If the 
distance between these values is cho en small enough, a curve that tart out wi th the predetermine 1 value ol at the stagna 
tion pint and is tangent to the straight lines insert d in figure 19 can be dra\'TIl in the figure wi th good accmacy. The calcu-
lation ay be shortened considerably when the curve i inserLed step by step after the tangents have been calculated for any 
value J; . Then the correct value 0/ for the following di tance x may be gue sed from the shape of the curve up to that point 
and the tangents need to be calculated only in the neighborhood of this value. 
The values which will be needed for the calculation may be arranged in a table sllch as the fo llowing: 
x 
I 
U 
I u' l Vw I 0; I:::. 0 
0 
Xl 
X2 
The momentum thickness 0; in this Lable r es ulLs from Lhe preceding calculation. The hape parameLer I:::. wa found in the 
course of this calculation and the value 0 may be determined from figm e 2. 
T H ERMAL BO NDARY LAY E R 
T he calculation now has Lo be re tricted Lo a fluid with a cer tain Prandtl number. The value which characterize the 
thermal boundary layer and will be determined in thi section is the convection boundary-layer thielmes 15 t •c• To find this-
-
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F IGURE 19.- J ocline olu tion of flow boundary-layer equatioll. 
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value a t the tagnation point, determine VwOt from the preceding table, read from figure 7 or table II Ot.c/o andf3' This deter-
mines Ot.c. Equation (52) determines the local Jus elt number Nu, and for the ca e in which the heat-balance equation (54) 
is atisfied, equa tion (5 5) determines al 0 the temperatme ra tio <P. The hape factor .0. t determining the shape of the tempera-
tme profile according to equation (27) may be determined from figm e 5 and equation (48) . 
The conv ction bOlmdal'y-Iayer thickness along the smface of the profile is determined by equation (46). This equa tion 
may be solved in the same way as the corresponding flow equation. Figme 20 indicates the procedme. The product UOt•c 
i plo t ted over the distance x from the tagnation point. The short traight lines in the figm e again indica te the direction 
of the tangen ts . I t is known from exact solutions that the gradient of any boundary-layer thickness at the stagnation point 
is zero and that the boundary-layer thickness itself has a finite value. Thus, th e cmve UOt •c in figm e 20 star ts out with the 
value zero and 'with the inclination U' Ot.c for x= O. In order to find the direction of the tangents for any value x, for example 
Xl , assume a value UOt.c, calculate Ot.c and Ot.c/o, r ead the value K from figure 6, determine the product P1' vwoK, r eadf3 from 
figm e 5, and calcula te from the heat-flow equation (46) the gradient d: (Uot •c) · Inser t the corresponding tangen t into figme 20 
and repeat the calculation for other values Uot.c· Now the curve UOt.c, which begins with the value zero for x= O and with 
the corresponding inclination, may be extended to Xl' The calculation i now r epeated for the next distance X2 , the emve i 
extended, and this procedme i repeated until the cmve i known for the whole length x. The re ult of this calculation gives 
Ot. c and f 3' These values may be inserted in a table such as the following: 
13 Nu X Ot.c 
,!Reo <P 
Xl 
X2 
X3 
The ra tio Nu/vReo, which characterizes the local heat- tran fer coefficient, i found from equation (52). F or the special case 
that the heat-balance equation (54) is fulfilled, equation (55) determines the temperatme ratio <P. 
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FIGURE 20.-Isocline solu tion of t hermal boundary-layer equation. 
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TIle calcula tion is more tedious when Lhe surface temperature instead of the flow velociLy Vw is prescribed along the blade. 
When the heat-balance equation (54) is sa tisfied, the temperature ratio <P may be determined as a function of x. Now the 
momentum equation (37) and the heat-fiow equa tion (46) have to be solved simultaneously by a trial-and-error procedure. 
A value Vw is assumed. The calculation procedure described previously is carried ou t to determine a tempera ture ra tio <P 
corre ponding to the assumed vw. The calculation has to be repeated un til the determined <P value matches the prescr ibed 
value. This calculation has to be carried out stepwise for the distances XI, X2, X3, . .. 
In some cases heat may be transferred to the urface of the profile by radiation and may flow along the wall of the body 
by conduction . Then an equa tion which takes these proce ses in to acco unt has to r eplace the equation (54) . The determi-
nation of the coolant flow velocity vw , which resul ts in a prescribed blade surface temperature, may be determined in the same 
way as was just described. The procedure, however, becomes rather tedious in this case . 
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TABLE I-STAGNATION POI T VALUES FOR FLOyV BOUNDARY LAYER 
vwai !'1 U' 5,z ~ 5. II 12 
\ 
vw5 5 5 
---- --------
-----------
-- 0.4999 1. 0000 O. 0001 O. 1667 O. 3333 4. 0000 O. 5000 - 2.9988 
-.4 O. 78 .0008 .1614 .3399 4.1059 .4336 -2. 4783 
- .3 .6065 . 01935 .1567 .3452 4. 2029 .3820 - 1. 9145 
-.2 .486 .0345 · 1532 .34 8 4. 276 .3471 - 1. 3055 
- .1 .411 .05225 .1509 .3510 4. 3260 . 3257 -0.6627 
0 .359 .0715 .1492 .3526 4. 3633 . 3110 0 
.05 .329 .0812 . 1484 .3533 4.3800 . 3050 . 3380 
.1 . 3075 .09025 · 1475 .3541 4. 4007 .2966 .6780 
. 2 .279 .1105 .1466 .3550 4. 4216 .2888 1. 3643 
. 3 . 242 .130 · 1453 .3561 4.4508 . 2785 2. 0647 
.4 .225 · 151 · 1447 .3566 4. 4644 .2739 2.7643 
.5 .208 .1718 .1441 .3571 4. 47 1 . 2692 2. 469 
.6 .1835 · 19175 . 1433 .3579 4. 4976 . 2627 4. 1870 
.7 .172 .213 · 1429 . 35 2 4. 5066 . 2596 4. 89 5 
.8 · 161 . 234 .1425 .3585 4. 515 .2566 5. 6140 
.9 · 151 .255 .1421 .35 4. 5250 .2539 6. 3336 
1.0 .142 .276 · 1418 . 3591 4. 5324 .2515 7. 0522 
1. 1 · 135 .2975 · 1416 . 3593 4. 5374 .2497 7. 7684 
1.2 . 128 · 3195 · 1413 . 3595 4. 5442 .2478 8. 4926 
1.3 .123 .341 · 1411 .3597 4. 5492 . 2464 9. 2133 
1.4 · l14 .362 .1408 .3599 4. 5561 .2449 9. 9432 
1.5 .113 .3 4 .140 .3600 4. 556 . 2439 10. 6534 
1.6 .107 .405 .1406 .3602 4. 5618 .2424 11. 379 
1.7 . 101 .426 .1403 .3604 4. 5688 .2406 12. 1169 
TABLE II- TAG I ATION POINT VALUES FOR THERMAL BOU JDARY LAYER 
I 
I P,.=0.7 P,.= 1 P,.= 2 Pr = 10 
--------------------------
---------------------------
vw c5 i ~ ]( ~ 
.fJ ]( ~ 13 ]( ~ fa ]( fa 5 5 5 5 
---------------------- ----------------
--~- - ---
0 1. 80 O. 3 88 co 1. 56 0.3140 co 1.2 O. 2042 co O. 66 O. 0742 co 
O. 05 1. 76 .3949 4. 40 1. 54 .3271 3. 610 1. 215 .22 6 2.544 .7 . 1207 1. :317 
. 1 1.72 .4142 2. 555 1. 55 .3477 2. 113 1. 26 .2616 1. 607 .94 .1773 1.0 1 
.2 1. 74 . 4291 1. 629 1. 5 .3 08 1. 408 1. 35 . 3172 1. 19 
.3 1. 74 .4518 1. 336 1. 6] . 4124 1. 233 1. 43 . 3664 1. 091 
.4 1. 74 .4690 1. 228 1. 64 .4371 1. 142 1. 50 .4027 1. 053 
.5 1.7<1 .4 69 1. 15 1. 66 . 4607 1.096 1. 57 . 4:33 1. 0325 
.6 1. 75 .4995 1. 116 1. 6 .4783 1. 068 
.7 1.7 .5101 1. 087 1. 70 .4933 1.053 
. 8 1. 79 .520 1. 068 1.72 .5066 1. 040 
. 9 1. 0 .5295 1. 056 1. 74 .5174 1. 032 
1.0 1. 80 . . 5371 1. 048 1. 76 .5266 1. 025 
1. 1 1. 4 .5444 1. 03 
1.2 1. 4 .548 1. 037 
1.3 1. 4 .5524 1. 028 
1.4 1. 5 .5569 1. 024 
1.5 1. 5 .560 1. 021 
1.6 1. 85 .5667 1. 018 
1.7 1. 5 . 5697 1. 017 
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